CASWELL LEADERSHIP PROGRAM

2023-2024 FELLOWS

SARAH KHOJA
HOMETOWN: CARROLLTON, TX
GRADUATION DATE: SPRING 2025
MAJOR: POLITICAL SCIENCE AND GOVERNMENT
PROJECT NAME: THE AAPI PROJECT

APARNA SRIDHAR
HOMETOWN: PLANO, TX
GRADUATION DATE: SPRING 2024
MAJORS: ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AND MATH
PROJECT NAME: MEET AND GREET: A PODCAST

CYDNEY CURTIS
HOMETOWN: SPRINGFIELD, MO
GRADUATION DATE: SPRING 2025
MAJOR: POLITICAL SCIENCE AND HUMAN RIGHTS
PROJECT IDEA: ENVIRONMENTAL COLLEGE ORGANIZATION
VIVIAN THAI
HOMETOWN: GARLAND, TX
GRADUATION DATE: SPRING 2025
MAJOR: BIOLOGY AND HEALTH AND SOCIETY
PROJECT NAME: CIRCLE K INTERNATIONAL

RIYA REDDY
HOMETOWN: DALLAS, TX
GRADUATION DATE: SPRING 2024
MAJORS: BIOLOGY AND HUMAN RIGHTS
PROJECT NAME: ROLE OF RELIGIOSITY IN HOSPICE WORKER STRESS
2023-2024 FELLOWS

BEN PERRY
HOMETOWN: SAN ANTONIO, TX
GRADUATION DATE: SPRING 2024
MAJORS: PSYCHOLOGY AND ADVERTISING
PROJECT NAME: EARTH FIRST & SMU CAREER CLOSET EVENT

MAX BUSHA
HOMETOWN: DALLAS, TX
GRADUATION DATE: SPRING 2025
MAJOR: COMPUTER AND DATA SCIENCE
PROJECT IDEA: ENVIRONMENTAL COLLEGE ORGANIZATION